
Your Crusade Force
Your Order of Battle (OoB) is your crusading force in its entirety. This is the pool of units you can use to make an army
for your next battle.
Your OoB should be recorded and kept up to date. It is a good idea to keep a battle log of your crusade force’s
achievements and defeats to develop your story, this could be a short note or a write up of the battles.
Every Unit in your crusade force must have its own crusade card to track its experience, honours and battle record.
I recommend using https://www.administratum.net/ to track your crusade force. It is a fan made online tool for crusades.

Building your Crusade Force
A new crusade force has a Supply limit of 50 this is the maximum total Power Level of all the units in the OoB you can
have. You also begin with 5 Requisition Points (RP) to spend and can never have more than 5.

● All units must share a faction keyword.
● Once a unit is added you cannot change any of its details (Keywords/ Wargear/ Abilities/ Powers etc).
● You may add or remove units to your OoB at any time but must not exceed your Supply Limit.
● No unit may have a warlord trait or relic unless purchased with RP.
● Named characters always have a warlord trait and do not prevent another unit having that warlord trait.
● Knights cannot gain the character key word - Exalted / Tyrannical court can be purchased for RP to add the

character keyword to 1 model but does not grant a warlord trait.
● Keep a total of your Crusade Points (CRP) for each unit. Start at 0 and adjust as the gain battle honours and

scars.
● Units that split after deployment must have its own Crusade Card for each individual unit.

Advancing Your Crusade
Form a Mission, Execute Battle, Update Crusade Force

Form a Mission
Determine Mission Size, Muster Armies, Determine Mission, Select Agendas

Battle Size
Min Battlefield

Size
Detachments

Max PL
(Per Army)

Command
Points

Agendas

Combat Patrol 44"x30"
1 (Patrol

only)
25 3 1

Incursion 44"x30" 2 50 6 2

Strike Force 44"x60" 3 100 12 3

Onslaught 44"x90" 4 150 18 4

Muster Armies
● Form a battle-forged army from your OoB
● Select the Character in your army with the highest leadership to be your Warlord
● If there is a difference in Crusade Points between players the player with the lowest gains half the difference as

bonus Command points for the battle, rounded down.

https://www.administratum.net/


Execute Battle

● Determine Mission
● Pick Agenda’s
● Create BattleField
● Determine Attack and Defender
● Place Objective Markers
● Choose Deployment Zone
● Declare Reserves & Transports
● Set up armies Take turns placing a unit, defender first.
● Complete battle per mission
● After battle awards

After Battle Awards
● Take out of action test :
● Roll d6 for each unit destroyed, on a 1 choose:

A) Devastating Blow
Gain no experience this battle and Lose D6 experience

B) Gain a Battle Scar
● Apply battle experience to units
● Update Your Crusade Force

After Battle Exp Awards

Experience

Took part 1
m
n Every 3 unit kills 1

Battle Honour -
Choose a unit

3

Determine Mission

Combat Patrol Incursion Strike Force Onslaught

1 Core Sweep and Clear 1 Core Supply Cache 1 Core
Supplies from

above
1 Core Firestorm

2 Core Supply Drop 2 Core The Relic 2 Core Narrow the Search 2 Core Grand Assault

3 Core Assassinate 3 Core Sabotage 3 Core Cut off the Head 3 Core Field of Glory

4 BtV Survey and Secure 4 Core Recon Patrol 4 Core Retrieval 4 BtV
Dominate the

Sector

5 BtV
Anomalous
Readings

5 Core The Ritual 5 Core Raze and Ruin 5 BtV The Shield

6 BtV Laying in Wait 6 Core
Behind Enemy

Lines
6 Core Ambush 6 BtV The Wanderers

7 BtV Power Spike 7 BtV Crucial Intelligence 7 BtV Fighting Retreat 7 BtV Valley of Dread

8 BtV Data Acquisition 8 BtV The Shroud 8 BtV
Assault on the

Installation
8 BtV

Assault on the
Complex

9 BtV Regroup 9 BtV The Stilled 9 BtV Passage of Dread 9 BtV
Abandoned

District

10 BtV Eldritch Encounter 10 BtV Abandoned City

11 BtV Dominate the Field 11 BtV Fuelled by Faith

12 BtV
Flanking

Manoeuvre
12 BtV Last Stand



Select Agendas
Select no more than 1 agenda per category.

Purge The Enemy

Assassins Each Character killed grants 2 bonus experience to the unit

Priority Target Each vehicle or monster killed grants 2 bonus experience to the unit

Titan Hunter Each Titanic unit destroyed grants 4 bonus experience to the unit

King Slayer
Killing the enemy warlord grants 3 experience to the unit. (Warlord resurrection cancels the experience

gained)

Ambush
Tally(Reserves) - Gain 1 tally for each unit kill and a bonus 1 for each unit kill in the turn they set up. 2+

tallies gets 1xp. The unit with the most gets a bonus 1xp

No Mercy, No Respite

First Strike Units gain experience equal to the units they destroy in the first battle round.

Cull the Hordes Gain 1 experience each round a unit destroys 6 or more models in the same phase

Reaper The unit with the most enemy units destroyed gains 2 bonus experience

Extermination
Order

Tally. At the end of each battle round, add 1 to a unit's tally if it destroyed any enemy units during
the battle round. Each unit with 3 or more tallies gains 2xp

Battlefield Supremacy

Sentinel
Select an objective marker and unit. That unit gains 4 experience if it is on the object and under your control

at the end of the battle

Breakthrough Endo of battle - Upto 3 units (Excludes Aircraft), 6" of the opponent's battle edge. Gain 2 experience

Survivor
At the start of your Command phase select a unit. If that unit is alive at the end of battle it gains 2 Experience,

Gain 4 if it is above half strength.

Marshal Forces
Tally - At the end of each command phase after the first, add if it is within 3" of a friendly character

who is within 3" of the center of the battlefield. Gains 1xp every 3 marks

Shadow Operations

Secure the
Area

Infantry (Excludes Characters) can perform an action within 6" of the centre of the battlefield to gain 1
experience

Search For
Archeotech

An Infantry can a Search for Archeotech action inside the enemy's deployment zone. For every 2 searches a
unit completes gain 3 experience.

Deploy
Vox-Relays

Before the first turn, select 1 Infantry. That unit can perform a Deploy Vox action on an objective marker that
does not have a vox. If your opponent captures the objective the vox is lost. Gain 2 experience for each vox

at the end of battle.

Recover
Mission
Archives

Infantry, Cavalry or Biker take an action to search an objective point. (Each point can only be searched once)
End of battle roll D6, if the score is equal or less than the number of searches performed or all objective have

been searched then pick a unit that performed a search to gain 6 experience

Uncover the
Answers

Tally - Infantry Action: end of your move phase. Within range of an objective marker that has not been had the
action compelted. Cannot start if there are enemy units in range of the obj. Complete end of your turn. Gains

1xp for each tally. Gain 1 investigation if your tally is equal to the number of objective markers.

Make Contact
Command phase choose 1 obj not within your deployment. If no obj then opponent places one not int heir

deployment. TALLY: +1 on action(Infantry End of move) within range of obj. Completes end of turn. Gain xp
equal to tally. If 3 or more units have a tally gain 1 investigation point.



Warpcraft

Witch Hunter Each Psyker killed grants 1 bonus experience to the unit or 3 if it is a Psyker Character

Lord of the
Warp

Add 1 to a telly for each successful psychic action, power manifested or denied. Reset if the unit suffers a
Perils of the warp. The unit with the highest gains 2 experience (0 Tally grants none)

Scry Battle
Plans

Psyker's can perform a Scry Battle plans Psychic action if it is within 18" of an enemy character. Each unit
that completed 2 actions gains 5 Experience

Through the
Stillness

Tally. +1 for Psychic action success. Action: Warp charge 6. One psyker unit can attempt if it is within 6" of the
battlefield edge. Each edge can be actioned once. 1exp per tally and 1 Investigation point if 3+ edges

actioned.

Psychic
Beacon

Tally. +1 for Psychic action. Action: Warp charge 5. One psyker unit can attempt within 6" of the centre of the
field. +1 to psychic test for each other psyker in 6" of the centre. +1exp per tally. +1 Investigation point if total

tally 3+

Necron

The Unending
Tally

Destroyers - Tally for 2 or more unit kills, each unit with a tally gains 2xp

Supremacy
through

annihilation

Tally - Start of each battle round choose an enemy unit at starting strength / wounds, if that unit is destroyed
this round add 1 tally to each unit that destroyed a modelin the unit. Each unit gains experience equal to its

tally.

Territorial
Imperative

Tally - Add 1 to a units tally each unit destoyed that started the turn in 3" of an objective or each time the
below action is completed.

Action: Infantry (Except Characters) End of Move in range of an objective marker thats not wholly in your
deployment zone and has no enemy units in it. Complete start of your next command phase.

Each unit gains 1xp per tally

Inescapable
Retribution

Opponent sets up a treasure objective marker not in there deployment zone.
Infantry Action - End of move in 3" of the treasure objective marker. Completed at the start of your next

command phase. If completed remove the treasure marker.
The unit gains 3xp and if it is a character that ends the battle in your deployment zone or you destroy all

enemy units the model gains a free crusade relic or Cryptek Arkana.



Update Your Crusade Force
● Upgrade Units
● Determine Battle Scars
● Spend Requisition Points

Upgrade Units
The following unit types never gain Experience & Auto pass Out of action checks:

Named Characters, Swarms, Drones, Fortifications, Summoned units
Ranks and Battle Honours

Experience Rank Honours PR 1-10 PR 11+

0-5 Battle-Ready 0

6-15 Blooded 1 +1 CRP +2 CRP

16-30 Battle-hardened 2 +1 CRP +2 CRP

31-50 Heroic 3 +1 CRP +2 CRP

51+ Legendary 4 +1 CRP +2 CRP

A unit may spend accrued honours between battles by spending a point for a choice of ONE of the following.
Psychic Fortitudes
Traits
Weapon Enhancements
Crusade Relics (Character’s Only)

● If a unit loses experience there rank and honours is not affected

Psychic Fortitudes
A unit can have multiple Fortitudes but not the same one more than once.
Re-roll if the fortitude has already been gained by the unit.

Psychic Fortitudes

1-2 Psychic Might +1 manifest attempts

3-4 Adamantium Will +1 Deny attempts

5-6 Master of Lore +1 Known powers



Unit Traits
Roll D6 against the appropriate table to determine the trait gained.
Re-roll if the unit already has the trait rolled.

Characters (Excluding Vehicles / Monsters )

1 Swift & Agile Unit +1 Move, Advance and Charge

3 Heroic Constitution Add 1 Wounds to a character model

3 Resilient Roll D6 each time a wound would be lost, on a 6 it is not lost

4 Deadly Charge Add 1 attack when charged, Charges or performs a Heroic intervention

5 Inspiring Hero Add 1 LD of friendlies within 6", also can heroic intervention 6" instead of 3

6 Tactical Experience D6 each time you spend a CP to use a stratagen, On a 6 regain 1 CP

Vehicles

1 Enhanced Engines +2 move, +1 advance and charge

2 Elite Crew Re-Roll 1's to hit

3 Improved Shielding +1 Sv vs AP 0 or AP -1

4 Armourbane Re-Roll 1's to wound vs vehicles or Monsters

5 Repair Systems Regain 1 wound at the start of your command phase

6 Blessed Hull Roll D6 each time a Mortal wound is recieved, on a 5+ ignore the MW

7 Shield of Logic Whenever a model in this unit would loose a wound in the psychic phase, ignore that wound on a 5+.

Other Units

1 Fleet of Foot Unit +1 Move, Advance and Charge

2 Veteran Warriors Re-Roll 1's to hit

3 Grizzled Roll D6 each time a wound would be lost, on a 6 it is not lost

4 Headhunters +1 to hit and wound vs enemy Characters

5 Cool-headed Re-roll failed morale tests and if the target of a charge this unit can overwatch and hits on 5+

6 Battle-tested
>Gain Object scoring ability
>Can fire ranged while performing an action without failure.
>Combat attrition tests automatically pass when within an objective marker

Monsters

1 Unstoppable +2 Move, +1 Advance and charge

2 Apex Predator Re-Roll 1's to hit

3 Thickened Hide +1 Sv vs AP 0 or AP -1

4 Frenzied +1 attack when charged, Charges or perfoms a Heroic intervention

5 Regenerates Regain 1 wound at the start of your command phase

6 Terrifying Enemy units within 6" roll 2 dice and discard the lowest on morale tests



Beyond the Veil

Non vehicle or monster

1
Veterans of the

Nexus
This unit is unaffected by Nexus afflictions

2
Strength

Through Faith
Once per battle: may reroll a single hit roll, wound roll, damage roll or saving throguh
for this unit.

3 Crusaders
When making an Adv or Charge, may reroll 1's or 2's. May also Reroll morale tests
for this unit.

Monster only

1 Throes of Rage Unmodified 6's to hit cause 1 additional hit.

ALL characters

1
Emboldening

Aura
gains: Emboldening aura (aura); Whilst a friendly unit is within 6" of this character,
models int hat unit may use this characters LD instead of their own.

Necron Noble

1-2
Hierarchical

Advancement
Add 3" to the range of My Will Be Done

3-4
Martial

Apotheosis
Each time an attack is made re-roll 1 to hit

5-6
Endless
Legions

If this unit gains 3 or more experience (excluding from MVP) gain 1 RP

Necron Core

1-2
The Will to

Serve
Out of action tests for this unit automatically passed

3-4
Engrammatic

Imprinting
Gains the directive of the active command protocol without being in 6" range limit

5-6
Undying

Revenants
On Reanimation Protocol change a single dice to a 6

Necron Cryptek

1-2
Corporeal
Integration

Once per battle, Use the chronometron, harbinger of despair, Destruction or rites of
reanimation one additional time.

3-4 Energy Savant Once per battle shoot a secound time.

5-6
Dimensional

Emancipation
Improve the WS by 1 and melee attacks automatically wound

Necron Canoptek

1-2
Guardian

Constructucts
When in 6" of a cryptek re-roll 1 to wound in melee

3-4
Optimised

Aggressors
Re-roll advance and charge rolls

5-6
Self-replicator

Nodes
On Reanimation Protocol change a single dice to a 6



Weapon Enhancements
● A weapon with a Melee and Ranged profile rolls on the melee

table but applies to both profiles.
● Select a model of a unit to upgrade a weapon on the model, If the

unit has a champion such as a sergeant you must pick that
model.

● Each Weapon can only be upgraded once.
● You cannot upgrade a relic weapon.
● Roll the indicated dice depending on the unit type.

Unit Type

Titanic D3

Character, Vehicle
or Monster

D6

Other Unit
D6 and D3
apply both

Ranged Weapon Melee Weapon

1 Auto-Loader Unmodified 6 scores an additional hit 1 Heirloom Unmodified 6 scores an additional hit

2 Armour Piercing Add -1AP 2 Razer-edged Add -1AP

3 High Calibre Add 1S 3 Brutal Add 1S

4 Improved Sights Add 1 to hit 4 Finely Balanced Add 1 to hit

5 Accelerator Add 6" range 5 Shredder
Unmodified 4+ wound roll always a
success

6 Master-worked Add 1 Damage 6 Fleshbane Add 1 Damage

Necron

Tesla Gauss

1-2
Electromagnetic
Overcapcitors

Targets a unit within 12" score
additional hits on a 5+ instead of a 6+

1-2
Molecular
Vaporiser

If a model is destroyer from the attack
until the end of the turn the enemy
until is treated as being below half
strength

3-4 Arcshock
After attacks with this weapon you can
use Malevolent Arcing stratagem for
0CP if not used already

3-4
Nanoparticulate
Dissassembler

Coils
Unmodified 6 scores an additional hit

5-6
Atmospheric

Fulminator Array
Attacks against infantry add 1 to hit
and wound rolls

5-6
Metallophagic

Atomic
Decouplers

After attacks with this weapon you can
use Disintegration Capacitors
stratagem for 0CP if not used already



Crusade Relics
A Relic is unique to an OoB hower a character can have any number of crusade relics in addition to normal relics.

Artificer Relics

Artificer
Weapon

Weapon (Non relic/
Enhanced)

Unmodified 6 to hit +1 Mortal wound inflicted

Master-crafted
Armour

Add 1 to Armour saves and Roll D6 each mortal wound suffered on 6 ignore the
MW

Laurels of
Victory

Gain 2 Command points for the battle. Loose 2 CP if the model dies

Conversion
Field

Infantry Only
Gain 4+ Invulnerable save and on a save roll of 6 the closest enemy within 1"
suffers 1MW

Artisan Bionics
Infantry , Cavalry or

Biker
Add 1S and Roll D6 when the model loses a wound, on a 5+ the wound is not
lost

Frenzon
Injector

Infantry, Cavalry,
Biker or Monster

Re-roll Advance and charge. +1A when carging, charged or performed a Heroic
Intervention

Antiquity Relics - Heroic or Legendary Rank Character - Add an additional +1 Crusade Points to the unit

XenoTech
Digital Lasers

Gain a Pistol Pistol 1 / Range 12 / Damage D3 Mortal Wounds

Blackstone
Amulet

Unit can never be the target of Psychic Powers or perform any Psychic action

Archeotech
Nano-med

Infantry Only
The first time this unit is destroyer, End of current phase roll a D6, 2+ set the
model back up as close as possible to its previous position with D3 wounds

Darkage
displacer belt Infantry Only

Instead of a move or fallback this model can be removed from the battlefield and
reset up anywhere more than 9" from an enemy model.

Legendary Relics - Legendary Rank Character - Add an additional +2 Crusade Points to the uni

Vortex Grenade One use
Grenade 1 / Range 6 / 3D3 Mortal wounds. Roll D6 for all units in 6" (before
removing models), 4+ they suffer D3 mortal wounds

Null-field
Disruptor

Invulnerable saves cannot be made against attacks from the models melee
weapons

Beyond the Veil Nexus Relics

Unlock extra abilities by rolling a D6 after each battle used. On a 6 it unlocks. Necrons get +4 to this roll.

Name Base ability Unlock Ability

Blackstone Ankh
Each time a model in the bearers unit would loose a wound as a
result of a mortal wound , roll a D6. On a 6 that wound is not lost.

Wounds are not lost on a 5+ instead of 6.

Solar Shift Core Reroll, adv and charge rolls for bearer's unit.
On charge, targets of that charge cannot

fire overwatch or be set to defend.

Hieroptek Staff
Hieroptek Staff (aura): -1A (to a min fo 1) of enemy models

within engagement of the bearer. Range extended to 6" of the bearer

Rod of Lambent
Energy

melee weapon: S+2, Ap-1, D2
Improve weapons strength to +3 and

damage to 3

Sphere of
Darkness

Deny the witch as if a psyker add 1 to DTW test



Necron

Transdimensio
nal Shroud

Ranged attacks against the bearer. Unmodified 1-3 to wound fails.

Engrammatic
Entangler

All Battlescars are removed, Out of action tests are auto passed

Necroexcruciat
or

Antiquity Gain: Aura - C'tan in 12" gain +1 Move, Strength, Toughness and attacks

Tachyon Field
Phase Inducer Legendary

Select a melee weapon equipped. Each hit inflicts 1 mortal wound in addition to damage.
When the bearer is destroyed roll D6. 2+ explodes for D3 mortal wounds in 3"



Battle Scars
Each battle scar a unit gains reduces the units Crusade Points by 1
Roll D6 against the appropriate table to determine the trait gained. Re-roll if the unit already has the trait rolled.

Character (except Vehicle or Monsters)

1 Lost Leg -1 Move, charge, advance

2 Blind in one eye Re-roll 6's to hit on attacks

3 Deep scars Cannot perform actions, psychic actions or heroic interventions

4 Chest wound -1W

5 Deep Concussion
Cannot use stratagems to affect the unit or Re-roll Stratagems
on its dice

6 Loss of Reputation
Aura abilities reduced by 3" If the unit has no aura abilities it is
unaffected by others aura's

7 Self Preservation
Ld -1. Aura's this model has have 2" less range. You can rr hit
rolls for this model.

Vehicle

1 Engine Fault -2 Move, -1 Charge and Advance

2 Targeters Cracked Re-roll 6's to hit on attacks

3 Weakened Armour When hit with S8+ weapons take an additional mortal wound

4 Weapon Damaged
Select a weapon on a model in the unit (must be a Heavy
before Ranged before Any other) -1 to hit and wound

5 Angered Machine Spirit
Cannot use stratagems to affect the unit or Re-roll Stratagems
on its dice

6 Vox Comms Destroyed Unaffected by aura abilities of friendlies

7 Systems Inertia
always suffers from Labouring Machines affliction. Every time
this unit would lose a wound as a result of a MW forma ranged
attack, on a 4+ that wound is not lost.

Monster

1 Crippling Injury -2 Move, -1 Charge and Advance

2 Crippled limb Re-roll 6's to hit on attacks

3 Critical Wound When hit with S8+ weapons take an additional mortal wound

4 Tissue Damage -1A on a model in the unit (to min 1)

5 Fractured Skull
Cannot use stratagems to affect the unit or Re-roll Stratagems
on its dice

6 Enraged and Unreasoning
Aura abilities reduced by 3" If the unit has no aura abilities it is
unaffected by others aura's

7 Stultified
Halve the attacks characteristic of models in this unit. Each time
this unit makes an attack, you can rr the hit roll.



Other Units

1 Walking Wounded -1 Move, charge, advance

2 Fatigued Cannot control objective markers

3 Battle-weary
Cannot perform any action or psychic actions or gain more than
1xp per battle

4 Shell Shock -1 Ld and combat attrition rolls

5 Disgraced
Cannot use stratagems to affect the unit or Re-roll Stratagems
on its dice

6 Mark of Shame Unaffected by aura abilities of friendlies

7 Unnerved

Each time a morale test is taken for this unit, change all dice to
6. At the end of any phase in which enemy units were set up
within 12" of this unit, it may normal move up to D6" as if it were
your movement phase.

8 Creeping Chill
Auto pass morale tests BUT cannot be affected by aura abilities
of friendly units.

9 Frantic
This unit must charge the closest unit in 12" and unmodified 6
to hit in melee generate an additional attack

Psyker

1 Suffocating Madness
Roll an additional D6 for psychic tests, discarding the highest
diece. Each melee attack made by this unit may rr wound rolls.

Necron

Optional instead of a random scar

Noble Creeping Madness
Add 1 to strength and attacks, the unit is no longer considered a
noble or character for the purposes of command protocols and
no longer as the ability My will be done or The lords will

Destroyer Cult Mindless Reaper Re-roll to hit, can only shoot or charge the closest eligible unit

Unit (Except
C'tan)

Engrammatic Degradation
Subtract 1 from move characteristic and the unit always benefits
from the first round battle protocol instead of the current one.

Canoptek
Depleted Transmaterial

Reserves
Add 1 to Attacks, cannot use Reanimation or Living metal



Requisitions

Name RP When / What Crusade Point
change Effect

Increase supply
limit 1 Any time Supply limit +5 / 20pts

Fresh Recruits 1
Not a Character/Vehicle/Monster

Not Rank Battle Hardened/ Heroic /
Legendary

If Blooded and PL
10 or less changes
to 11 or more: +1

Add any number of models to the unit (increase
PL accordingly )

Rearm &
Resupply 1

Any time
Not a Character

Change any wargear a unit is equipped with as
long as the wargear options do not change PL.

Cannot change an upgraded weapon.

Repair &
Recuperate 1 Before or after battle Return 1 Remove a battle scar from a unit.

Psychic
Meditations 1 Before or after battle Change a units psychic powers

Specialist
Reinforcements 1

When you add a character to OoB
Ignore restrictions to apply to

specific detachments only

+1 per CP cost of
stratagem

Permanently apply an upgrade strategum to the
unit () .

Cannot give a character a relic or warlord trait or
to be part of specialist detachments.

Warlord Trait 1

When you add a character to OoB
or Increase a characters rank
1 Warlord trait per character

Trait is unique in a OoB

+1 (+2 for titanic) Add a warlord trait to a character

Relic 1

When you add a character to OoB
or Increase a characters rank.

1 Relic per model
Relic is Unique in a OoB

+1 (+2 for titanic)
Give a character a relic, cannot be a crusade relic

or replace a Upgraded weapon or crusade relic
weapon.

NECRON
Cryptek
Arkana 1 Add a cryptek or rank up

Add a cryptek arkana to the model. Limit 1 per model.
Increase the Power level accordingly

The glory of
subjugation 1 After a victory

Warlord gains 5xp and gain the Fresh recruits requisition
for 0RP

Cunning
Advisors 1

Add a cryptek and your OoB has a
Blooded noble

Gain 6xp

Eldritch 1
Add a vehicle or gains a rank and OoB

includes a techomancer
Gain a weapon enhancement

The slow
decay of the

self
1 After a battle with a destroyer unit

Select a lord or overlord and replace it with a destroyer
cult character with the same total experience,



Investigation points are gained from Beyond the veil mission agendas and 1 point per beyond the veil mission played.
Investigation Points

IP are spent on one purchase at a time. Pool resets to 0 after each purchase

Study Artefact 1+ When rolling to unlock a Relic
When you roll to unlock a relic after a
battle, you get +1 tot he roll per IP you

spend using this Requisition

Mental
Conditioning 2 Before or after battle Remove a battle scar

Supply Cache 3 When purchasing "increase Supply
Limit" or "Fresh Recruits" Costs no Requisition points

Locate
Redoubt 4 Before or after battle Gain 1RP

Relics of the
Nexus 7 Before or after battle Select a character on your oob. THat

char may gain a Relic of the NExus

Strength
through

adversity
9 Before or after battle 1 crusade card from your oob gains

a battle honour.


